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My name is Temi Adewumi from TAGb Consulting. I believe that there is a great need
for effective use of digital technology in not for profits – of types and all sizes. My
specialty is helping non profit communications professionals in the technical aspect
of their jobs. Most professionals start off writing newsletters and Annual reports, or
creating social media campaigns, but then, also end up managing websites,
developing video, and even, or creating technology plans for the entire organization.
So, if you’re a communications professional who all of a sudden has to manage a
website, purchase software or put a digital plan in place, let’s chat!
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Before we start, please satisfy my curiosity - this will also help with some of our
discussions. What types types of non profits are represented today.
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This is what I know about volunteers, having worked with them for about 20 years in
various not for profits.
1. They want to be recognized for what they do, regardless of the reason for why they
volunteered.
2. They want their time and skills to be respected.
3. They want to know that they are making an impact.
4. They want to know that the not for profit is doing its part to help them give their
best work
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Now, let’s get a sense of your work with volunteers.
Ask the slide questions
Interactive:
For those of you who work with volunteers, what are some of your challenges?
If you are a volunteer, what are your frustrations?
Optional: What role are you in: communications, membership, programming,
management?
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staff/volunteer conflict
lack of understanding of roles
lack of volunteer support
lack of respect for communications itself within the organization. For some reason,
communications may be relegated to the background, even though it’s crucial to not
for profit operations
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To illustrate the challenges, in the next few slides, I’m going to provide examples how
some non profits incorporate volunteers into their communications strategy. There
are two particular patterns that I’ve observed.
You may have a lot more – each NFP is unique and no one NFP will fit exactly into
these models.
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First is the Volunteer led NFP
Volunteer led organizations usually start off as heavily volunteer dependent in their
origin, so there’s a lot of ownership. Such organizations only add staff once they
determine that they need more expertise than they can provide themselves.
Such organizations have their volunteers still retain a great deal of control in
everything the organization does from programming, fundraising, hiring staff and
even human resources.
Volunteers also serve on the corporate side, in collaboration with staff.
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Volunteers, not staff, have a firm grasp on the way
communications are conducted, the organization’s brand
and how internal and external communications are carried
out.
Because control is usually with the volunteers, they would
much rather still use volunteer help whenever possible.
Staff may be seen as an unavoidable
expense, which then creates a tension and conflict
between both roles. Conflict (both spoken and unspoken)
may also occur between staff and volunteers, due to the
imbalance of roles.
In my observation, in such organizations, staff input may
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be sought, but volunteer opinion takes precedence.
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The term “volunteer driven” means that the volunteers in this organization often give
their overall direction and leave staff to do the implementation. More of a “do this,”
not “how to”
Often such organizations are driven by busy professionals, who create the
organization to advocate for their cause or profession, or create an association of like
minded individuals who need mutual support.
They are too busy to work on the day to day tasks of running a NFP, and so, choose to
hire professionals to do so.
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Volunteers are too busy in their own lives and careers, and may not pay enough
attention to what’s happening in the organization.
Due to this busyness, they may not provide proper oversight, leading staff to guess on
what volunteers want, or cause significant delays in moving forward on projects,
especially as everything must be signed off and approved on by the volunteers.
Such organizations may sometimes be risk averse, and only conduct major projects,
such as a communications overhaul, if similar organizations have done the same. Staff
(from the ED down) may have to work doubly hard to convince the volunteers that
change is needed.
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The ideal, is where both staff and volunteers collaborate equally. For volunteers, I’d
say that they:
Volunteer committees provide input on various initiatives, and how customers’ /
members/ donors/ community needs can be supported.
Volunteers liaise with staff on the best ways to present information
Volunteers advise staff on what issues need to be promoted, proper terminology and
language to use, and how best to distribute the information.
Volunteers serve as representatives, or the eyes and ears of the organization
Volunteers’ opinions are sought while projects are in the development stages, not
final stages
Volunteer input is heard and noted, and leads to real change both internally and
externally
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A key part of incorporating volunteers into communications strategy is realizing that
each party needs their own specific roles, even as they need each other.
So: What communications roles should be handled by staff, what should be handled
by volunteers, and what do you collaborate on?
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What needs to first happen for excellent communications to occur:
• Volunteers and staff need to understand that they are part of a team - with equal
capabilities. Neither should look down on the other or negate the influence,
expertise or skills of the other.
• Both staff and volunteers need to be seen as assets, not commodities. By that I
mean, neither staff nor volunteer roles should be seen as expendable or
disposable. Both play an equal role in communications success.
• A clear outline of staff and volunteers’ expertise, capabilities, roles and
responsibilities. When these roles are not defined, it leads to confusion, which
leads to conflict, which leads to chaos.
• Both volunteers and staff’s needs for motivation need to be respected. In the NFP
sector, it is understood that money is not a motivator. In that case, work at your
NFP should be a win/win for all parties. Work must be fulfilling, enabling both
volunteers and staff to grow, and expand their skills. Don’t stick either in “joe” jobs
and expect results.
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All this is crucial because…well developed communications are essential to ensuring
that an NFPs mandate, mission and impact are carried out.
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At its core: volunteers are your subject matter experts.
Every good communications strategy starts from the subject matter experts.
• They bring in expertise and knowledge from their profession
• They know what the market thinks, what’s relevant, how they should be talked to
• They inform on what your “market” needs to know, what’s relevant or irrelevant,
how their pain points should be supported, and how the “market” should be kept
engaged and responsive.
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Staff are:
The publishers.
Finding ways to get that subject matter expertise out of volunteers, knowing what
strategic questions to ask about volunteers’ experience and expertise. This might
require getting embedded into their world for a bit, researching industry terms, or
educating yourself on key issues occurring in the community.
They take the raw data and information from volunteers and decide the best way to
craft the message, and what channels would be best for distribution, how to sell the
message.
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Serving on a committee or advisory board
Sharing experience and expertise
Becoming influencers, finding influencers – key for social media
Reviewing content for websites, newsletters, member communications,
communications with the public
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Designing of educational programs
Establishing standards and policies
Creating questions for evaluations
Reviewing data obtained from studies, or surveys by providing a context to answers.
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Staff are continuity – retain the original knowledge of the organization, so are best
for:
Strategy: communications, public relations, content marketing
Establishing procedures (this is the “how to”; volunteers provide the “what to”)
Crisis management – definitely need skilled leadership on this
Website development and management – not just setting up website, design it in a
specific way to get action from stakeholders, donors, members
Procuring software
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Once the subject matter has been defined, these tasks can be assigned to either staff
or volunteers, depending on resources:
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This statement is more true now than when Marshall McLuhan wrote this.
The emergence of digital channels changes the message that is now being delivered,
and even, changes us, and the way we interact with the message. Care must be taken
to choose the right channel to deliver messages for community building, advocacy or
publicity.
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Before choosing a communications channel, organizations should train volunteers
and staff on:
- How each channel works
- If your audience uses the channel. For instance,
- How to tailor your message to the channel.
- What message you want to get out there, and which channel will give the most
impact.
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When using digital channels:
Digital channels are visual, rely on impact and providing users with an experience, as
a means to break through constant tedium and glut of information. No longer one
way, where sender puts out content but doesn’t know how it’s received.
Volunteers (and staff) need to be taught about the impact of each channel. Don’t just
leave it up to chance that they will know how to use each tool. Training must go
beyond just knowing how to use the tools to:
• How to engage in two way conversations: Engaging your audience means sharing
content that encourages them to act.
• How to get your message across concisely. No long think pieces or articles.
• How to personalize your message without coming across as inauthentic or salesy.
• How to get your audience to take action
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Here are some things to ponder:
YouTube is now the most popular social media site
Facebook now more popular with those over 50. On Facebook, photos perform best
for likes, comments, and shares as compared to text, video, and links.
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We see that Twitter usage has gone down. And remember, Twitter, is primarily text
based. So, when your leadership tells you to get on Twitter, use that stat from Pew
Research
IG stat – oursocialtimes.com
https://oursocialtimes.com/16-statistics-to-show-why-marketers-need-instagram/
On the other hand, Instagram is rising in users.
Hootsuite – 59% of IG in US are under 30. In terms of why this is: visual appeal
matters, and people respond better to visual info than just plain text.
So, before you choose a channel, be prepared for surprises. Check the stats first!
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Here are some examples of digital channels and ways they encourage action and
response.
Charity:Water’s mission, since 2006, has been to raise money to help local
organizations in the developing world drill wells as well as water-pumping and purification projects.
The first screenshot is a community project, which shows donors taking action, by
creating activities that bring awareness to the need for water.
So, it’s both inspirational and community building, and also brings attention to
Charity Water’s mission.
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Read slide – first person quotation, don’t need to see the face to tell the emotion.
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Putting the reader in place of the subject. Just imagine what it means to just simply
go to school, instead of first having to trek miles for water before then setting off
miles for school.
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Choosing Wisely Canada is a campaign to help doctors and patients start talking
about unnecessary tests and treatments. A lot of this is challenging pre-conceived
notions among patients and physicians of what treatments should be provided. So, a
lot of education is needed for behavior and even cultural change.
Tactics
- Encouraging physicians and their associations to launch local campaigns, and
providing them with a toolkit and instructions on how to start a campaign
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Giving resources to physicians so they can explain identical messages to patients,
explaining the concepts of over testing and over treatment.
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- Providing case studies, so that doctors can see how other successful campaigns
have been created.
- Overall with these examples, doctors are busy, and do not have the knowledge or
expertise to craft persuasive messages. So, staff have done it for them, by
providing them with templates and instructions on what to do. Once you have
such resources in place, volunteers are less likely to veer away from the messages
you provide.
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Advocacy by a professional association:
Advocacy means bringing attention to an issue – in this case, opioids, and then,
canvassing support from the local community in order to effect change at the
government level. Some associations start off with awareness campaigns.
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Takes a complex issue and breaks it down so that it can be easily understood.
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Rallying the troops – pointing out their similarities and shared interests, so that when
the lobbying commences, they have the support of all their members.
As you can see with each of these examples, the choice of medium helps by drawing
in the readers, inviting comments, discussions, and inviting readers to take action.
See the use of photos, the choice of words. The choice of medium also helps. Charity
Water makes use of twitter, Facebook and Instagram, Choosing Wisely also has a
number of channels, but chooses to send people to its website, whereas, various
associations make use of Twitter, and other tactics such as infographics to distill
complicated information.
It’s not just one channel anymore, and the message has to be adapted for each. With
choosing wisely, you can see how the effort is being made to ensure all participants
are on message. Giving out toolkits, instructions, etc, are helpful, but they also enable
all participants to stay on message, and are all consistent.
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So, so far As you can see from the examples, having volunteers work effectively in
communications means:
• Participation from both volunteers and staff
• Two way, interactive communication vs traditional one way communication
• Must demand action and engagement from the recipient (or how else will you
know it’s working?)
• Clear and consistent messaging
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• Read quote
• This quote is from Nonprofitpro.com
• To be sure you’re getting out the right message, you need to be simple, clear and
memorable.
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As we’ve established earlier, staff are the generalists or publishers, while volunteers
have the specific subject matter expertise.
Communications work is very diverse in that it allows for various levels of
involvement. You have the daily ongoing tasks of content gathering, research, and
publishing, all the way up to strategic planning that requires specific skills and
expertise.
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Assess your volunteers’ engagement level before assigning tasks. Nancy Schwartz,
from Getting Attention calls this the “committed vs the casual” volunteer. You
wouldn’t vie a casual volunteer the task of creating communications strategy, but you
might ask them to create graphics.
Don’t just assign communications tasks. Assess from the start what your
volunteer/staff’s natural abilities are, and what skills they would like to develop and
how your task and project can help them grow further, both personally and
professionally.
For volunteers in particular, roles and projects that inspire them to reach out and
expand their skills, are more likely to have a higher level of engagement, and
creativity.
Know when you’ve exhausted volunteer possibilities and need to hire expertise to
help whether in house or externally. Hiring often means that the staff person has a
fiduciary responsibility to get the results you want.
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A. A description of your audiences, both internal and external.
Internal: staff, members, volunteers, current donors
External: Demographics of members of the public that you want to reach - to become
members, donors, interested stakeholders and partners.
B. What communications channels would be most appropriate to reach and
communicate with
What methods are best to reach them?
Are they on Facebook, LinkedIn, or Twitter? More likely to respond to a publication,
phone call, or direct mail, or email?
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C. Key messages your organization wants to share
• Have a number of points you want to speak about for which you can develop key
messages: this is what we stand for, this is what we want to achieve, this is how
much $ we need, and for what reason…
• Establish who is the in-house expert on the topics
• Make sure your channels are consistent, including the branding.
• Tone of the messages : humour, stories, serious, educational?
• Decide what information is relevant to your organization
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D. At what point in the year these messages should be shared.
E. Create a style guide
Which outlines use of logo, colours, fonts, type of images/graphics useful acronyms,
and acceptable names for your organization, as well as pronunciation.
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For all staff and volunteers
• Share the policies, guidelines with new volunteers and new staff when they just
join your organization
• Training could be either self paced or interactive
• Use an intranet or files shared via Google Drive/Dropbox
• Have volunteers and staff sign off that they understand the terms
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For volunteers/staff on the forefront
• In-person training
• Media training
• Training on use of social media, so it’s not just posting, but actively engaging with
readers.
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Consistent messaging also depends enormously on organization’s current
culture. There needs to be an understanding of volunteers’ capabilities,
with the right person with the right skills in the right role. Teamwork is
key, and so is having everybody on the same page, and sharing the same
message without reservations.
And that’s why it’s essential to also deal with dissent from either volunteers or staff. A
lot of times within NFPs, there’s either misunderstood intentions, power struggles, or
a power imbalance that leads to conflict. Depending on your type of organization
(volunteer-driven or volunteer-led), volunteers can also be your boss.
During your in-person meetings, get it out all in the open. Invite all to say what’s on
their minds, and that all discussion will be heard in a non-judgmental manner.
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To ensure consistent messaging, prioritize software that allows for collaboration, coworking and approvals.
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There’s a myriad of software out there, here’s what you should look for before
purchasing each. The type of software you will need depends on the project, and can
range from simple teleconferencing to full scale collaboration software.
I recommend using the simplest version to begin with, so you can test your needs,
before going to a full scale solution.
Look for software that supports not for profits. Software geared towards non-profit
needs is more considerate of the way non-profits are structured, and will also fit your
budget accordingly.
Is easy to use. Software use should be intuitive, and if not intuitive, should be easily
grasped during training. If software is difficult to use, it’s less likely to be adopted.
Has access to support and training. Of all the criteria, this item is very important.
While some companies provide personal advisors to guide you through entire use of
the product, others will provide a training period. Try to avoid purchasing software
where the only support is via online forums, or where the support is limited to pay
per use.
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Has a trial period. Some software companies will allow for a 14 to one month trial
period. Others will allow you to use a less featured version of the software until you
need their more premium features.
Allows you to see a demo. The trial period can act as a demonstration where you get
to use the software in its full configuration, or you can be allowed access to a demo
version where you can play around with the features.
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Collaboration/workspace software:
Gives teams a centralized place in which to share, discuss and work on projects.
Workplace software is like a virtual office which organizes your documents, tasks,
allows users to obtain approvals, and keeps track of all emails. Should also include a
project management feature so you don’t have to buy separate software.
If you use collaboration software, you may not need to buy other software such as
schedulers, file sharing, or project management tools.
Focus on software built for non profit collaboration: it can provide you with tools that
are set up for volunteers, Boards, and non profit staff.
Before adopting use, first check for:
• Ease of use – some of these tools can be very complicated and very robust, when
all you might need is a simple solution like Google Docs for instance.
• Ability to assign and manage tasks
• Keep track of files
• Search and organize information
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•
•
•
•
•

Cloud based software – so all can have access
Use of calendars
Ability to share content
Ability to track documents, and see approvals
Ability to see different versions of documents, so you are all working on the same
version
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Evernote or Pinterest
Use these for content curation.
An example could be creating interest board of media mentions, or a swipe file
collection, visible to all parties and useful during brainstorming sessions.
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File sharing/transfer:
Examples: Dropbox, Box.com, We Transfer
You can’t always send files with email. Dropbox or Box provide space to users where
files can be saved and permissions granted to certain files. WeTransfer, allows you to
send files of up to 2GB and will store the files for about a week, allowing users to
download when needed.
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Scheduling software allows your team to automate their social media posting, as well
as plan in advance what messages are to be sent out. Further benefits are being able
to view within a calendar format what posts are to be sent out and when
Allows you scheduling social media posts for review by all parties
Allows you to manage multiple profiles, schedule tweets and monitor mentions.
Allows for approval or review by members of a team
Features of being able to repeat posts at different times of the day
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In the cloud software: I’m sure you remember those days when you’d buy software
which would be sent to you with huge software manuals and multiple DVDs.
With in the cloud options, your organization can now subscribe on a monthly basis to
software for a variety of communications functions: graphic design, website
management, video creation – all of which can be accessed anywhere.
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To finish up:
Participation from both volunteers and staff – a culture of sharing and participation
Two-way interactive communication that demands action and engagement from the
recipient
Creating guidelines for clear and consistent communications
Using accessible software
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If you’d like to learn more techniques for communicating effectively with small not for
profits, I invite you to visit my website (TAGb.ca) to download a complimentary guide:
“5 strategies that will transform your communications department.” You can also sign
up for my newsletter where I send regular tips on how to manage technology in not
for profit communications departments.
Thank you for attending!
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Enjoy the rest of your day!
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Enjoy the rest of your day!
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